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or two stories high, must be forty feet wide. Many of these streets are in-
habited by very poor people — but neither the streets nor the houses are by
any means so dirty as were the narrow streets and lanes which have been
destroyed to make way for modern improvements - nor do they stink as
such places used to do.125
Among the causes of improvement were those subtle social changes
which are so difficult to trace. In 1824 Place instanced the improvement
in the houses, even the older houses, of the poor as one of the clearest
proofs of their advance in cleanliness:
There is a street at Lambeth still paved with pebbles and without any flagstone
footpaths, in which the houses are small and old and then as now inhabited
principally by fishermen and other poor people. These people are by no
means so well off as they were thirty or forty years ago. Fishing in the river
is by no means so good a trade as it was even ten years ago. Thirty years ago,
perhaps I may say with truth, twenty years ago, all these houses had casement
windows, none of them had sash windows. The window frames and door
posts were perfectly black with soot and dirt, the rooms were neither painted
nor whitewashed for many years together; patches of paper or a -rag... kept
out the cold where the glass was broken. No such thing as a curtain, unless
it was a piece of old garment, was to be seen at any window. Now these
same houses have nearly all of them sash windows, die frames of which are
painted white and kept white and scarcely a window is to be seen without a
white curtain. Formerly the women young and old were seen emptying their
pails or pans at the doors, or washing on stools in the street, in the summer
time without gowns on their backs or handkerchiefs on their necks, their
leather stays half laced and as black as the door posts, their black coarse
worsted stockings and striped linsey-woolsey petticoats 'standing alone with
ctirt*. No such things are seen now. Compared with themselves at the two
periods, even these people are gentlefolks.126
Chadwick confirms Place's evidence. In 1828, discussing the in-
creased duration of life since the eighteenth century, he ascribes it to
... considerable improvements... in the domestic habits of artisans; they are
more cleanly and regular, their houses are better constructed, they have
acquired some notions that fresh air is conducive to health, and the streets
where they reside are less filthy and pestilential than formerly.127
On reading the descriptions of the state of London in the eighteen-
forces it is hard to realize that things could ever have been worse. Yet

